Nelson Mandela Web Quest Grading Sheet
Name:___________________________

Partner Name:_____________________

Each person turn in their own grading sheet
Assignment is to be turned in with names of all participants
Grade yourself in the grid below - Check that you have completed all requirements as you work. If you can
answer “YES” to every question asked on this rubric, you should be able to give yourself full credit! If you’re
grading yourself and the answer is “NO”, fix your work before turning it in. Be sure to honestly grade your
partner on what you feel they deserve for their contribution to the assignment. If the work was evenly done your
partner should get the score as you give yourself. If there is a large discrepancy in the score you give yourself
and your partner you may be asked to explain confidentially. This will count as a QUIZ grade. Due Monday 4/3

Part 1 Questions and Note taking:

Student Partner Teacher
Score
Score
Score

Completeness: (20 pts)
Did you…
 Answer all 21 questions?
 Answer questions completely (were you sure to answer all parts of
questions?)
 Print or save an image for each time period addressed in the web
quest?
 Did you record any extra notes or information other than what was
asked in the questions?
Accuracy, Quality, & Content: (40 pts)
Did you…
 Include accurate and factual information?
 Write detailed responses?
 Look up information or events you did not know or your reader may
not know about and explain.
 Include relevant biographical information about Nelson Mandela.

Part 2 Journal Entries:
Completeness: (40) pts)
Did you…
 Write all 4 journal entries?
 Is each entry 8-12 sentences long? 4pts
 Include at least one quote by Mandela in each entry?
 Include at least one picture or image of Mandela (from the time
period) in each entry?

Total

Student Partner Teacher
Score
Score
Score

